Ultrasonic vocalizations of adult male Foxp2-mutant mice: behavioral contexts of arousal and emotion
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Adult mouse ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) occur in multiple behavioral and stimulus contexts associated with various levels of arousal, emotion and social interaction. Here, in three experiments of increasing stimulus intensity (water; female urine; male interacting with adult female), we tested the hypothesis that USVs of adult males express the strength of arousal and emotion via different USV parameters (18 parameters analyzed). Furthermore, we analyzed two mouse lines with heterozygous Foxp2 mutations (R552H missense, S321X nonsense), known to produce severe speech and language disorders in humans. These experiments allowed us to test whether intact Foxp2 function is necessary for developing full adult USV repertoires, and whether mutations of this gene influence instinctive vocal expressions based on arousal and emotion. The results suggest that USV calling rate characterizes the arousal level, while sound pressure and spectrotemporal call complexity (overtones/harmonics, type of frequency jumps) may provide indices of levels of positive emotion. The presence of Foxp2 mutations did not qualitatively affect the USVs; all USV types that were found in wild-type animals also occurred in heterozygous mutants. However, mice with Foxp2 mutations displayed quantitative differences in USVs as compared to wild-types, and these changes were context dependent. Compared to wild-type animals, heterozygous mutants emitted mainly longer and louder USVs at higher minimum frequencies with a higher occurrence rate of overtones/harmonics and complex frequency jump types. We discuss possible hypotheses about Foxp2 influence on emotional vocal expressions, which can be investigated in future experiments using selective knockout of Foxp2 in specific brain circuits.
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House mouse (Mus musculus) ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) allow the study of function and dysfunction of neural and genetic control of vocal production, emotional expression and regulation of social behavior (Fischer & Hammerschmidt 2011; Portfors & Perkel 2014; Scattoni 2011). In contrast to humans, house mice (laboratory strains) seem to lack vocal learning abilities (Hammerschmidt et al. 2012; Kikusui et al. 2011; Mahrt et al. 2013). Nonetheless, mouse USVs have been used to characterize arousal states (Bell 1974); sexual emotion and motivation (Guo & Holy 2007; Hanson & Hurley 2012; Nunez & Tan 1984; Nyby et al. 1977; Sales 1972; White et al. 1998); development and regulation of social interactions (Arriga & Jarvis 2013; Chabot et al. 2012; Grimsley et al. 2011; Hammerschmidt et al. 2012; Moles 2007); etiology of neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism (Jamain et al. 2008; Rotschafer et al. 2012; Scattoni et al. 2011; Woehr et al. 2010) and Down syndrome (Zampieri et al. 2014); muscarinic influence on the dopaminergic regulation of reward in the brain (Wang et al. 2008). Against this background, the present study pursued two primary objectives.

First, we hypothesized that acoustic parameters of USVs provide indices of the strength of arousal and/or emotion, as suggested in general models of affective states (Barrett & Russell 1999; Russell 1980). In this context, we defined 18 acoustic parameters of adult male USVs and compared USV properties under three conditions: (1) low arousal while presenting a cotton pad with water, (2) increased arousal with positive emotion while presenting female urine, and (3) high arousal with positive emotion when males interacted with a live female. These experiments addressed which features of USVs (if any) can provide robust indices of affective states in mice (Lahvis et al. 2011).

Second, we assessed USVs of adult male mice with Foxp2 mutations known to cause human speech and language deficits (Lai et al. 2001; MacDermot et al. 2005; Watkins et al. 2002). This gene also plays important roles in auditory-guided vocal learning in songbirds (Haesler et al. 2007; Murugan et al. 2013; Wohlgemuth et al. 2014). Mouse studies with heterozygous Foxp2 mutations (matching the state of the related human disorder) revealed generally normal motor function but deficits in acquisition of motor skills (French & Fisher 2014; French et al. 2012; Groszer et al. 2008) and learning of auditory-motor associations (Kurt et al. 2012). Innate vocalizations of Foxp2 heterozygous pups had largely normal acoustic properties (Gaub et al. 2010). Consequences of Foxp2 mutation for vocalization abilities of adult mice are unknown. Therefore, we analyzed the USVs of two mouse lines harboring different etiological Foxp2 mutations (Groszer et al. 2008) and compared USVs of heterozygous mutants (het) with those of wild-type (wt) littermates. The mouse...
lines carried either a R552H missense mutation leading to defective protein with disturbed transcription factor function (Vernes & Fisher 2009; Vernes et al. 2006), or a S321X mutation with a null allele and reduced levels of functional Foxp2 protein (Groszer et al. 2008; MacDermot et al. 2005; Vernes et al. 2006).

Materials and methods

Animals

Mutants of the Foxp2-R552H and of the Foxp2-S321X mouse lines were originally generated by a gene-driven N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis strategy as described in Groszer et al. (2008). Marker-assisted backcrossing of founder males into the C3H/HenNHsd background strain was used to accelerate the homogenization of genomic background and to eliminate non-relevant mutations generated by ENU mutagenesis, prior to behavioral analyses. The parental generation of the test mice of both studied Foxp2 lines was crossed with the background strain C3H/HenNHsd for at least five generations. Following this, animals heterozygous for one of the Foxp2 mutations (R552H or S321X) were paired either with a heterozygous animal of the same Foxp2 mouse line or with a wild-type animal (C3H/HenNHsd) in order to obtain the 24 wild-type (12 wt littermates each of R552H and S321X heterozygotes) and the 24 heterozygous adult males (12 het of each R552H or S321X mutation) assessed in this study. The behavioral tests were carried out at the age of nine to ten weeks. Animals were housed under standard conditions in plastic cages with wood shavings as nest material under a 12 h-light–dark cycle (light on at 0800 h) and an average temperature of 23°C. Genotyping of the mice was conducted as previously described in Gaub et al. (2010).

Experimental situations, recording of ultrasounds and behavior

Experiments were performed between 0800 h and 1800 h under dim red light (although all the animals, just like other C3H lines, had retinal degeneration due to the presence of a naturally occurring mutation (rd1) in the phosphodiesterase 6B gene on this strain background) in a sound-proof and anechoic room at an average temperature of 23°C. One week before the experiments started, the males were housed alone in a plastic cage (26.5 x 20 x 14 cm). Three types of experiments were performed, each with the same 12 males of each genotype (wt, het) of the R552H mouse line, experiments 1 and 2 also with the same 12 males of each genotype (wt, het) of the S321X line. The duration of the measurements was always 30 min in which the male’s USVs were recorded synchronously with its behavior.

Experiment 1: Five minutes before the recordings started, the metal grid of the cage (holding food and water bottle) was removed and the cage walls were heightened by a 15-cm plastic top, for the same purpose as described for experiments 1 and 2. To identify the actual start point of the 30 min interaction, the recordings of USVs and behavior started one minute before the closure between the compartments was opened.

The two compartment cage was indirectly illuminated by two infrared lamps. Six R552H heterozygous and wild-type males respectively, interacted either with a female in estrus or with a female in metestrus/diestrus. Estrus phase was determined (as mentioned above) before the female was put into the test cage.

Ultrasound vocalizations were recorded with a calibrated condenser microphone (Bruel and Kjaer, Model 4135, used without protection grid; Bruel & Kjaer, Bremen, Germany) with preamplifier (Bruel and Kjaer, Model 2633; Bruel & Kjaer, Bremen, Germany) positioned centrically about 28 cm above the test cage. The microphone output was high-pass (cutoff at 20 kHz; tests 1 and 2) or band-pass (500–100 kHz; test 3) filtered (Kemo VBF 10M, 132 dB/octave slope; Kemo Limited, Dartford, Kent, UK). The filter output was amplified (Bruel and Kjaer measuring amplifier, Model 2610, 40 dB setting; Bruel & Kjaer, Bremen, Germany) and digitized (Toshiba notebook CPU, 500 kHz DAQCard-6062E National Instruments, NIDix software version 2.0; Engineering Design, Berkeley, CA, USA) with a sampling rate of 357 143 Hz and a gain of 10.0 (experiments 1 and 2). In experiment 3, recordings were made with two microphones centered above the cage. This two-channel recording (gain of 20.0 for each channel) reduced the sampling rate of the equipment to 200 000 Hz restricting the frequency range of analysis to 100 kHz.

For synchronization of sound and video recordings, a digital control signal was sent by the sound recording system, when active, to trigger a red LED positioned in the view field of the video camera (Conrad CCD camera S/W; Conrad Electronic SE, Hirschau, Germany). The video camera output was digitized (Pinnacle Studio software, version 10) and then displayed on a computer monitor so that the experimenter could observe the animals’ behavior. The video files (IMPEG2 format) were stored with a resolution of 720 x 576 and a rate of 25 frames/second (Pinnacle Studio software, version 10) for later analysis. In addition to the sound recordings described above, an ultrasonic microphone (SM2 Microphone, Ultra Sound Advice, Wimbledon, London, UK) connected with a bat detector (S-25 Bat Detector, Ultra Sound Advice, Wimbledon, London, UK) was fixed above the test cage in order to receive and transform the animal vocalizations to the hearing range of the experimenter who was outside the room and thus enabled notes to be taken about occurrences of USVs and types of behavior.

Analysis of ultrasounds and behavior

The recorded USVs were analyzed with SIGNAL software versions 4.0 and 4.1 (Engineering Design, Berkeley, CA, USA) using a 1024-point Fourier fast transformation and a Hanning window. Vocalizations were displayed as waveforms and spectrograms. The following measures of the four parameter classes USV-type occurrence, rate of USV production, USV intensity and spectrotemporal parameters of the USVs were taken and the respective data (points a, b, c, ... below) analyzed. The measures concern levels of arousal and emotion and the motor ability to produce simple and complex sounds at various rates, as follows.

USV-type occurrence: (a) Latency to first USV occurrence after placement of the cotton pad with water/urine in experiments 1 and 2 (in experiment 3 this latency could not be specified because the male’s vocalizations depended on the behavior of the interacting female); (b) division of USVs in simple calls without frequency jumps and calls with frequency jumps using the terminology of jump types according to Holy and Guo (2005) as well as two further jump types seen in our experiments; (c) percentage of USVs with at least one frequency jump; and (d) percentage of USVs with more than one frequency jump.

Rate of USV production: (e) Number of USVs per second during the first minute of stimulus presentation in experiments 1 and 2.
or during a specified (see below) type of behavior in experiment 3; (f) number of USV series during the first minute of stimulus presentation in experiments 1 and 2; (g) number of single USVs and number of USVs belonging to a series during the first minute of stimulus presentation in experiments 1 and 2; (h) number of USVs within a series during the first minute of stimulus presentation in experiments 1 and 2; (i) USV duration; (j) duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs. A USV series was defined as USVs separated by inter-USV intervals of 600 milliseconds or less. On average, the number of inter-USV intervals in the vocalizations had a peak near 100 milliseconds and then decreased with an exponential function of the type $y = y_0 + Ae^{-x}$ to reach a constant low value by 600 milliseconds (see Gaub & Ehret 2005).

Intensity and spectrotemporal parameters:

- (k) Peak sound pressure level (SPL); (l) percentage of USVs with overtones or harmonics; (m) peak SPL of USVs either with or without overtones/harmonics from the USVs recorded in experiment 2; (n) minimum frequency of USVs; (o) minimum frequency of USVs in relation to the number of jumps in experiment 2; (p) maximum frequency and frequency bandwidth (maximum minus minimum frequency) of USVs recorded in experiments 1 and 2. (These last two parameters were not available for many USVs in experiment 3 because of the 100 kHz upper frequency limit of recordings and, therefore, were not evaluated in experiment 3.)

For analyzing the peak SPLs of the USVs, their peak amplitudes were measured as voltages in the waveform displays. These voltages were calibrated by the voltage produced by a 25-kHz pure tone of 60-dB peak SPL recorded in exactly the same experimental conditions without the present and equipment settings as the USVs in the experiments. SPLs were determined only when the USVs were free of superimposed noise, which could occur by movements of the mice in the cage (all three experiments), and free of superimposed broadband calls of the female in experiment 3.

Video recordings were played back with the software ULEAD VIDEOSTUDIO (version 7.0). They could be synchronized in time with five interactions of each of the above-mentioned behavior types occurring in synchrony with these behavior types in experiment 3:

- successful mounting of the female (first sniffing); first sniffing activity of the male during the 30-min phase of interactions at any body region of the female (head, genital region, flank, ventral or dorsal region); - sniffing at the female’s head (head sniffing); male sniffed at the female’s head from the nose up to the ears inclusive; - sniffing at the female’s genital region (genital sniffing); - sniffing each other (mutual sniffing); male and female sniffed at the same time at any body region of the partner.

Aimed approach to the female (aimed approach): male moved directly toward the female (from a distance of six centimeters at least) and touched any part of the female’s body with its snout or its vibrissae. During aimed approach, the female was either passive or moved in any direction except the direction toward the male;

- successful mounting or attempt to mount the female (successful mounting, attempt to mount): mounting the female was successful, when the male was with copulation movements on the back of the female tightly clasping her flanks with his forepaws for at least three seconds. All attempts to mount the back of the female or, by mistake, the female’s head for less than three seconds were counted as attempt to mount. A sniffing action immediately before mounting and sniffing actions in between a sequence of mounting actions that were not more than 2 seconds apart counted to the mounting actions, and were not noted separately as sniffing. Sniffing and mounting actions of the above-mentioned types were separately noted when there was a pause of more than 2 seconds between them.

Except for the behavior of first sniffing, we analyzed all USVs from five interactions of each of the above-mentioned behavior types arbitrarily taken from all interactions that occurred over the whole 30 min observation period. If possible, at least one interaction of a given type was taken from each 10 min period of the whole 30 min observation time. If a certain behavior type occurred less than five times, USVs from all the interactions of this type were analyzed.

**Statistical analyses**

The data samples recorded for each animal were used to calculate an average number, percentage or value for the respective measure (points a – p, see above) that characterizes the animal. These individual averages were then used to calculate the average values of experimental and/or genetic groups. These group data were the basis for statistical tests. There were several cases in which an experimental animal did not emit any USVs or USV series or did not show a certain interaction type in experiment 3. Such cases reduced the individuals from initially 12 to a smaller number contributing to the group data shown in the figures. In addition, there were a few cases in which extreme values of individual averages were identified with $P < 0.05$ as outliers of the group (Dixon 1953; see Sachs 1999). These values were not considered in the group averages and in the statistical tests based on them.

Statistical analyses of data were performed with SigmaStat software, version 3.1. In general, statistical differences between genotypes and stimuli (experiments 1, 2) or genotypes and interaction types (experiment 3) were detected with a two-way ANOVA in which one factor was the genotype and the other factor the stimulus or type of interaction. In case of significant effects of the factors, pairwise comparisons were automatically done with the Holm-Sidak method. When ANOVA conditions were not given and data could not be normalized by transformations, statistical differences were analyzed depending on the type of experiment: (1) Comparisons between the stimuli and female urine (experiments 1, 2) were done separately for each genotype (t- or U-test) and then, if means or medians of the genotypes in a given experiment suggested differences, one or two further t- or U-tests were done to establish significance of the differences. In case of multiple comparisons (up to 4 comparisons), the $\alpha$-value of 0.05 was adjusted with the Bonferroni procedure leaving differences of $P < 0.01$ significant. (2) Comparisons between the interaction types (experiment 3) were done separately for each genotype (ANOVA on ANOVA on ranks) and then, if means of the genotypes in a given interaction suggested differences, one further t- or U-test were done to establish significance of the differences. The $\alpha$-value of 0.05 was additional adjusted with the Bonferroni procedure. In the course of the data analysis for each parameter, a maximum of 24 comparisons turned out to be meaningful reducing the $\alpha$-value to 0.002135 so that differences of $P < 0.001$ were considered significant. In the legends to the figures it is indicated which significant differences have been adjusted by the Bonferroni procedure. In order to reduce the probability of false positive results also in the cases in which the two-way ANOVA could be applied, significant differences in these cases were noted only if $P < 0.01$. All statistical tests were two-tailed. Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting Information) provide details of the statistical methods used for comparing given data sets in the figures of the main part of the study (Table S1) and the figures in the supplement (Table S2).

Statistically significant differences will be mentioned in the text and plotted as *** for $P < 0.01$ and ** for $P < 0.001$. Since the great majority of group data in the main body of the paper was normally distributed, all figures show the mean ± SD in order to facilitate comparisons, although in the statistical comparisons non-normally distributed data were properly treated. In the supplement to the paper, data from experiments 1 and 2 are plotted separately for both mouse lines (R552H, S321X) using boxplots with median, 25%-quartile, 75%-quartile and range for non-normally distributed data.

**Results**

**General**

The acoustic parameters of male USVs did not differ with respect to estrus state of the females used in the experiments. Therefore, we pooled data from experiments using...
females in estrus and in metestrus/diestrus. Further, as expected by the nearly identical genetic background of wt animals (due to extensive backcrossing prior to behavioral testing) there were no significant differences in any of the measures taken among the wild-types of the two mouse lines. Interestingly, we also did not detect differences in any of the measures as a consequence of the specific type of Foxp2 mutation: R552H hets were not significantly different from S321X hets (data shown in Supporting Information). Prior studies have shown that these distinct mutations, which disturb Foxp2 in different ways, display consistent outcomes for certain behavioral features (e.g. Groszer et al. 2008), while showing genotype-specific differences for others (e.g. Kurt et al. 2012). As consequence of the absence of statistically significant differences among the wt animals on the one hand and among the het animals on the other hand, we merged the data from all wt animals to form the wt group and from all heterozygous animals to form the het group in order to evaluate possible effects of arousal/emotion and Foxp2 mutation on the vocalization of USVs. The results of these evaluations are shown in the main body of the paper.

Figure 1: Latency to first USV occurrence. The latencies to the first USV occurrence in experiment 1 (water) and experiment 2 (female urine) are shown as means ± SD for the groups of wild-type (wt) and heterozygous (het) animals. Significant differences are indicated by ** (P < 0.01) or *** (P < 0.001). Significant differences marked in red color characterize differences between wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het). Animals of the het group responded significantly faster to female urine compared to water. Compared to the wt group the animals of the het group vocalized later the first USV in response to water. The numbers in the top row of the figure indicate the number of animals included in the respective measures.

Analyses of USV occurrence and acoustic parameters

Latency to first USV occurrence

In experiments 1 and 2 it took, on average, between 15–30 s for the first USV to occur after placement of the stimulus (Fig. 1). Animals of the het group were significantly faster to vocalize to urine compared to water. They were slower than the wts to vocalize to water. Wt animals showed very similar latencies to the first USV after both stimuli.

Types of USVs

USVs could have none, one or more than one frequency jump. First, we classified the USVs in those without frequency jumps (Fig. 2a) and in others with frequency jumps (Fig. 2b). We used the classification scheme of Holy and Guo (2005) to differentiate between the jump types h, d, u, hd, hdu and du (Fig. 2b) and added two further types. The ‘hh’ type equals the h-type (downward jump from a high frequency), but starts (110–135 kHz) and ends (70–100 kHz) in an even higher frequency range. The ‘uh’ type equals the u-type (upward jump), but starts (65–85 kHz) and ends (95 – 115 kHz) in a higher frequency range (Fig. 2b). As in Holy and Guo (2005), some USVs could not be classified in the mentioned jump types, partly because their frequency ranges were outside the indicated ones. Their occurrence rates are indicated by white areas in the pie charts of Fig. 2b.

A quantitative analysis showed that, in general, ~20–40% of the USVs of all genotypes in experiments 1 and 2 had at least one frequency jump (Fig. 3). In the female interactions (experiment 3), all mice emitted USVs with the highest rate of frequency jump(s) during the attempt to mount/mounting and head sniffing (Fig. 3). Often more than 40% of the USVs in these interactions had at least one frequency jump, which is a significantly higher rate compared to the rate from several other interaction types, which was often below 20% (Fig. 3). Figure 3 includes also the percentage of USVs without frequency jumps which is just the reverse of the plotted measure, on average, 100% minus the shown means. This view on Fig. 3 clearly indicates that most of the USVs emitted in the experiments had no frequency jumps and that the rate of USVs with frequency jumps, mainly with more than one frequency jump (see Fig. 4), is increased especially when the males sniffed the head of a female or tried to mount.

Next, we took the USVs with any number of frequency jumps (now 100%) and separated the USVs with one frequency jump from those with more than one frequency jump. Figure 4 shows that few (less than average 10%) USVs of wt and het animals had more than one frequency jump in response to water. Significantly more USVs of all genotypes had more than one frequency jump in response to urine compared with water. In addition, female interactions sniffing/aimed approach and attempt to mount/mounting produced significantly higher percentages of USVs with more than one frequency jump than water presentation, attempt to mount/mounting in all genotypes also more than female urine (Fig. 4). Altogether, Fig. 4 shows for both wt and het animals an increase in the occurrence rate of highly complex USVs, i.e. those with more than one frequency jump, with changing stimulus from water to urine to sniffing a female to mount a female.

The pie charts of Fig. 2b show a quantitative analysis of the occurrence rates of the jump types of USVs from experiments 1 and 2. Because of the very low occurrence rate of USVs with frequency jump(s) in the interaction types first sniffing, genital sniffing, mutual sniffing, aimed approach, especially in the heterozygous animals (Fig. 3), we did not classify the USVs from experiment 3 in jump types. When comparing jump types in response to water and urine separately in wt and het animals (ANOVA on ranks followed by U-test for verifying the main effects between vocalizations to
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Figure 2: Types of USVs. (a) Example spectrograms of series of USVs without frequency jumps (simple type of USVs) from a wild-type (wt) and a heterozygous mutant (het). (b) Division of USVs with frequency jumps (complex types of USVs). The types of frequency jumps were defined according to Holy and Guo (2005) as jump types h, d, u, hd, hdu, du, other types, and expanded by the two further jump types hh and uh. The average occurrence rates of these jump types in experiments 1 (stimulus water) and 2 (stimulus female urine) are expressed in % of the USVs that had frequency jumps at all (compare Fig. 3). The colors in the pie graphs are the same as the colors of the frames of the USV jump types, the ‘white’ section representing ‘other types’ most of which did not fit with their frequency ranges to the indicated ones. USVs with upward jumps (u, uh) are generally rare. USVs with downward jumps (h, hh) are most abundant in response to water, highly complex types with more than one frequency jump (hd, hdu, du) are virtually absent in response to water but present at higher rates in response to urine. For further explanations, see text.
The average percentages of USVs (mean ± SD) with frequency jumps, i.e. USVs with at least one frequency jump, are shown for both groups (wt, het) in experiment 1 (water), experiment 2 (urine) and in the different female interactions in experiment 3. The means vary between about 10 – 50% indicating that most USVs were without frequency jumps. Only during the female interaction of head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting, nearly 50% of the USVs had frequency jumps, which are significantly more jumps than in some of the other female interactions. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

The average percentages of USVs with more than one frequency jump are shown for both groups (wt, het) and the indicated experimental situations. In this figure the data from all situations of female interaction in experiment 3 except attempt to mount/mounting have been combined to sniffing/aimed approach. There is a significant increase of the rates of USVs with more than one frequency jump from experiment 1 (water) to experiment 2 (female urine) to attempt to mount/mounting (experiment 3) with rates in the other female interactions being intermediate between the urine and mounting condition. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Without differences between the genotypes, most USVs (average 87.5%) were emitted in series, not as single USVs. Female urine elicited in the het group an average of 10 USV series during the 1 min observation time, which is significantly more USV series than to the stimulus water (2 series; Fig. 6a). This difference did not occur in the wt animals which produced average 8 series to urine and 6 series to urine and between genotypes), the following statistically significant differences were noted: Both wt and het animals vocalized in response to urine more jump types d, du and hdu than in response to water (each \(P < 0.01\)) (compare Fig. 2b). With regard to the genotypes we found that het compared to wt males vocalized significantly \((P < 0.01)\) more jump type hh in response to water and more jump type du in response to urine.

**Number of USVs**

Heterozygotes of both mouse lines and their wild-type littermates all produced significantly more USVs per second to female urine (2–3/second) compared to water (less than 1/s) (Fig. 5). During interaction with a female, wt males produced significantly more USVs at first sniffing and head sniffing (near 5/s) compared with the other interaction types (2–3/second). Such significant differences occurred in the het group only between head sniffing and aimed approach, i.e. on average, heterozygotes were less variable in the number of emitted USVs over all interaction types than the wild-types (Fig. 5).

Most of the mounting actions were attempts to mount the female. Altogether, only four successful mounting sequences occurred, one by a wild-type and three by heterozygous males. The average number of USVs from the three successful mountings of the heterozygotes is shown separately from the average number of USVs from the attempt to mount (Fig. 5). Successful mounting did not elicit more USVs than the attempt to mount.

**USV series, single USVs, number of USVs in a USV series**

Without differences between the genotypes, most USVs (average 87.5%) were emitted in series, not as single USVs. Female urine elicited in the het group an average of 10 USV series during the 1 min observation time, which is significantly more USV series than to the stimulus water (2 series; Fig. 6a). This difference did not occur in the wt animals which produced average 8 series to urine and 6 series to
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Figure 5: Number of USVs per second. The average numbers of USVs per second (mean ± SD) are shown for both groups (wt, het) and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine released significantly more USVs than water. The highest rates of USVs were detected during the first sniffing female interaction and during head sniffing. The average value for the het animals in response to water was 0.12 with a SD of 0.16. Statistical comparisons in the experiments with water and female urine had Bonferroni adjustment. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Figure 6: Number of USV series and number of USVs in a series. The average numbers of USV series (a) and the average numbers of USVs in a USV series (b) (mean ± SD) emitted during the first minute of stimulus presence in experiment 1 (water) and experiment 2 (urine) are shown for both groups (wt, het), respectively. In the het group significantly more USV series occurred in response to urine than in response to water (a), and in the wt group the number of USVs in a series was larger in response to female urine than to water (b). For further explanations see Fig. 1.

USV duration
The change from water to urine as stimulus significantly increased the USV duration in both wt and het males (Fig. 7a). In addition to this stimulus effect, we observed a genotype effect, i.e. the het group vocalized significantly longer USVs than the wt group in response to water and urine (Fig. 7a). Interaction with females led to significantly longer calls during head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting (40–60 milliseconds) compared to other interaction types (20–40 milliseconds) both in wt and het males (Fig. 7a).

Duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs
USV series of het males elicited by female urine had significantly shorter inter-USV intervals (average 100 milliseconds) than those in response to water (average 200 milliseconds; Fig. 7b). This difference was not observed in the wt group. The inter-USV interval durations in series of USVs emitted in interactions of head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting were shorter (less than 100 milliseconds) than in other sniffing interactions and aimed approach, significant in several cases for both wt and het males (Fig. 7b). In addition, wts had shorter inter-USV intervals than hets in the interaction types first sniffing and aimed approach.

Taking the data of USV durations (Fig. 7a) and inter-USV interval durations (Fig. 7b) together, it becomes evident that the sound density of vocalizations (presence of sound in a given time interval) increases, especially in het animals, when the stimulus changes from water to urine and from first/genital/mutual sniffing/aimed approach to head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting.

Peak sound pressure level (SPL)
The USVs of all mouse groups were significantly louder to the stimulus urine than to water (Fig. 8). During interaction...
Figure 7: Duration of USVs and of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs. (a) The average durations of USVs (mean ± SD) and (b) the average durations of inter-USV intervals in USV series (mean ± SD) are shown for both groups (wt, het) and the indicated experimental situations, respectively. Female urine led to significantly longer USVs than water (a) and the longest USVs were recorded during head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting interactions. Het group animals had USVs with longer durations than wt group animals in response to both water and female urine. Female urine led to significantly shorter inter-USV intervals than water in the het group (b) and the shortest inter-USV intervals were recorded during head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting interactions. Het group animals had longer inter-USV interval durations than wts in the interactions of first sniffing and aimed approach (b). Statistical comparisons of USV duration in the interaction experiment (a) had Bonferroni adjustment. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Overtones or harmonics
All genotypes emitted significantly more USVs with overtones or harmonics in response to urine as compared to water (Fig. 9). In the female interactions, both wt and het mice emitted the highest rates (mostly more than 30%) of USVs with overtones or harmonics in the attempt to mount/mounting and during head sniffing (Fig. 9). These rates were often significantly higher than the rates (mostly below average 20%) emitted in other types of behavioral interactions. Further, a group difference was noted in the USVs to urine where the het mice produced significantly more USVs with overtones or harmonics than their wt littermates (Fig. 9).

Relationship between peak SPL and overtone/harmonics
The profiles both of peak SPL (Fig. 8) and percentage of USVs with overtones or harmonics (Fig. 9) in dependence on the stimulus situation were very similar. Louder USVs consistently had a higher probability of presence of overtone/harmonics compared to rather soft USVs. In order to confirm this relationship for all genotypes, we separated the USVs in response to female urine into those with or without overtone/harmonics and calculated the peak SPL separately for these groups. We did this only for the urine stimulus because USVs with overtone/harmonics to the water
stimulus were very rare (Fig. 9). As shown in the supplementary Fig. S11, the USVs with overtone/harmonics of all genotypes were, in fact, significantly (average 5dB) louder than the USVs without overtone/harmonics. This relationship must be expected because the louder sounds are, the easier overtones/harmonics can be detected by a given measuring device.

Context of minimum frequency and frequency jumps
Minimum frequency of USVs in relation to their content of frequency jumps was analyzed in all genotypes for the urine stimulus.
Figure 10: Minimum frequency of USVs. The average minimum frequencies of USVs (mean ± SD) are shown for both groups (wt, het) and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to significantly lower minimum frequencies than water. USVs recorded during attempt to mount/ mounting interactions had often significantly lower minimum frequencies than USVs from other female interactions. Het group animals had USVs with higher minimum frequencies than wts in response to water and in the mutual sniffing interaction. Statistical comparisons in the interaction experiment had Bonferroni adjustment. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

stimulation (experiment 2), in which enough USVs without a jump, with one jump or with more than one jump were recorded to allow a meaningful analysis. Clearly, in both groups, USVs with more than one jump had the significantly lowest minimum frequencies (Fig. 11a). Further, animals of the het group had significantly higher minimum frequencies in the USVs without a jump than their respective wt littermates. This difference indicates that the small difference in minimum frequency between wt and het groups seen for urine stimulation in Fig. 10 originated mainly from USVs without jumps.

Maximum frequency and frequency bandwidth
Because the upper frequency limit of analysis was restricted to 100 kHz in experiment 3, we determined the maximum frequency and the frequency bandwidth (maximum minus minimum frequency) only for USVs from experiments 1 and 2. As Fig. 11b shows, all genotypes emitted USVs with significantly higher maximum frequencies to water compared with urine (Fig. 11b).

The comparison of the frequency bandwidths of the USVs (Fig. 11c) indicates similar bandwidths of wt USVs to water and urine while the het USVs had significantly larger frequency bandwidths to urine compared with water.

Summary of results concerning arousal and emotion
There are five USV parameters that change continuously with increasing stimulus intensity from experiment 1 (water) to experiment 2 (female urine) and to head sniffing and the attempt to mount/mounting interaction with the female in experiment 3. The parameters are USV duration (Fig. 7a), duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs (Fig. 7b), USV sound pressure level (Fig. 8) and with that the percentage of USVs with overtone/harmonics (Fig. 9), the percentage of USVs with more than one frequency jump (Fig. 4), and the USV minimum frequency (Fig. 10). These parameters are summarized in Table 1 and can be discussed (see below) in the context of increasing arousal/emotion of the animals as consequence of increasing stimulus intensity. Parameters without such a systematic change with the stimuli in the experiments are the number of emitted USVs (Fig. 5) and the percentage of USVs with at least one frequency jump and the reverse, of USVs without frequency jumps (Fig. 3).

Summary of results concerning animals without (wt) and with Foxp2 mutations (het)
A summary of the differences between wt and het animals with regard to the analyzed parameters in experiments 1–3 is shown in Table 2. The 11 listed measures all indicate quantitative, not qualitative differences, with varying degrees of statistical support. They concern the latency to the first USV, USV number, duration of USVs and inter-USV intervals, USV intensity with the dependent parameter of overtone/harmonics, USV type defined by the pattern of frequency jumps, and USV minimum frequency.

In addition to the group differences indicated in Table 2, a comparison of the measures taken in experiments 1 and 2 shows that wt animals did not differ in their responses to water and urine in (a) the latency to the first USV, (b) the number of USV series, (c) the duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs, and (d) the frequency bandwidth. In these four cases, animals of the het group showed significant differences with $P < 0.001$ (Figs. 1, 6a, 7b, 11c), i.e. with urine as stimulus compared to water the latencies to the first USV were shorter, the number of USV series larger, the duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs shorter, and the frequency bandwidths of USVs larger.
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Discussion

USV parameters expressing arousal and/or positive emotion in male mice

Forty years ago, Bell (1974) hypothesized that USVs in small rodents are arousal-produced and arousal-producing. The arousal hypothesis is supported by the fact that males emit USVs related to the intensity of change of their current situation, especially with regard to olfactory stimuli. Small changes, while exploring a new environment (Chabout et al. 2012; Hoffmann et al. 2012) or receiving a cotton pad with water or male urine as new stimulus, lead to low rates of USVs (Guo & Holy 2007; Musolf et al. 2010; Nyby et al. 1979; Whitney & Nyby 1979; present experiment 1). USV rates were increased with more significant changes while getting in contact with female odor cues Guo & Holy 2007; Musolf et al. 2010; (Nyby et al. 1977; Sipos et al. 1995; present experiment 2) or being involved in sniffing interactions with an adult female (Hammerschmidt et al. 2012; Nyby 1983; Sales 1972; Scattoni et al. 2011; Zampieri et al. 2014; present experiment 3). Remarkably, the highest USV rates in experiment 3 of the current study were noted, especially in wts, during the first sniffing of the male after getting in touch with a female. These findings suggest that a high arousal level and, thus, a high rate of USVs is produced by the large change in the stimulus situation, i.e. the sudden presence of a female mouse. High USV rates were also reached when sniffing at the female’s forehead suggesting enforced perception of stimulating pheromones of the female’s facial glands (Kimoto et al. 2005; Luo et al. 2003). USV rates while attempting to mount or actually mounting the female for copulation were not increased compared to sniffing actions at female urine or body parts (except face) of the female. This again is evidence that the USV rate does not reflect the level of general excitation while doing something, but rather the strength of a stimulus change that is currently perceived. In accordance with this view, increasing USV rates have been observed to increasing concentration of female urine (Guo & Holy 2007) and to the change induced by removal of a female with which the male interacted before (Hanson & Hurley 2012). Therefore, our experiments add further evidence to state that the rate of USVs emitted and USV production at all is not necessarily related to the context of courtship behavior. The term ‘courtship calls/vocalizations’ for a general characterization of USVs of adult male house mice (e.g. Hanson & Hurley 2012; Nunez & Tan 1984; Nyby et al. 1977) is inappropriate.

Male USV production depends on the presence of male sex hormones (Nunez & Tan 1984; Warburton et al. 1989) and the functioning of M5 muscarinic receptors in the brain. The latter are necessary for stimulating dopaminergic neurotransmission in the nucleus accumbens for the perception of reward (Basile et al. 2002; Forster et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2008; Yeomans et al. 2000, 2001). USV emission can also indicate the anticipation of a female mouse. When female mice are odorized with various chemicals, males learn to associate the smell of the chemicals with the presence of a female and vocalize ultrasounds just to the presentation of the chemicals (review by Nyby 2010). Thus, USV production does not only characterize arousal as induced by a change of the stimulus context but also implicates a positive background state
Table 1: Summary of USV parameters that differed in relation to changes in stimulus context. Possible differences between genotypes are not considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increasing arousal and/ or emotion lead to</th>
<th>increasing stimulus intensity</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>longer duration (Fig. 7a)</td>
<td>from water to female urine</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from sniffing/aimed app. to head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shorter inter-USV interval durations in USV series (Fig. 7b)</td>
<td>from water to female urine</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from first sniffing to head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher peak SPL (Fig. 8)</td>
<td>from water to female urine</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from first sniffing to head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher percentage of USVs with overtone/harmonics (Fig. 9)</td>
<td>from water to female urine</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from first sniffing to head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher percentage of USVs with more than one frequency jump (Fig. 4)</td>
<td>from water to female urine to sniffing interactions and attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower minimum frequency (Fig. 10)</td>
<td>from water to female urine</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from sniffing interactions to attempt to mount/mounting</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i.e. being attracted by the stimulus context), which may be named ‘positive emotion’, when perceiving or anticipating rewarding stimuli.

Having concluded that the USV rate reflects the arousal level, we ask next which USV parameters may provide the most reliable indices of the level of positive emotion. The possible parameters are, besides USV rate, as listed in Table 1, USV duration, duration of inter-USV intervals in USV series, sound pressure level and presence of overtones/harmonics, percentage of highly complex calls (USVs with more than one frequency jump), and minimum frequency. Other studies comparing the acoustic structure of calls in low and high arousal situations of kittens (Scheumann et al. 2012), Weddel seal pups in interaction with their mothers (Collins et al. 2011) and social interactions of marmoset monkeys (Yamaguchi et al. 2010) found longer call durations and shorter inter-call intervals (increases of call rates) with increasing level of arousal. These changes were unrelated to a positive or negative background state of the caller assumed from the behavioral context. Hence, it seems that temporal parameters of vocalization series such as call duration and inter-call intervals determining the call rate, express levels of arousal rather than emotion. If we adopt this view for the present study, then sound pressure level and parameters expressing variability and complexity of vocalizations remain as potential indicators of positive emotion. Actually, in human speech, as in joyful laughter, emotions of joy and happiness are expressed by increased sound intensity, and increased pitch and variability and range of the voice’s fundamental frequency (Johnstone & Scherer 2000; Juslin 2013; Juslin & Laukka 2001, 2003; Scherer 1981, 1989; Scherer et al. 1991; Sobin & Alpert 1999). Similarly in our experiments, the USVs vocalized in the contexts of head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting may have expressed an increased level of positive emotion by increased sound pressure level and increased call complexity in the spectrotemporal domain (overtones/harmonics, frequency jumps). Compared to other situations of male–female interactions, an increased rate of complex USVs with harmonics and often with frequency jumps was also observed in males of the CBA/J mouse strain shortly before mounting a female (Hanson & Hurley 2012). Recently, Chabout et al. (2015) tested male USVs in response to female urine and in male–female interactions. They found amounts of USVs with frequency jumps to urine (35%) and in male–female interactions (20%) that were very similar to our values (Fig. 3), if we do not consider head sniffing and attempt to mount/mounting. Since these authors did not differentiate sniffing/mounting actions of the males during the short (5 min) interaction time in that study, they did not find the increase in the amount of USVs with more than one jump (complex calls) related to different situations as shown in Fig. 4 of the current study. Therefore, our data do not, in general, support their hypothesis that complex USVs are used to attract females at a distance and simple USVs are emitted while interacting with a female.

In summary, our present data together with comparative evidence from mice, other mammals and humans suggest that USVs of male house mice express via different parameters levels both of arousal and positive emotion. Arousal can be scaled with call rate (including the parameters call duration and inter-call intervals), positive emotion with a combination of call intensity (and the depending measure of presence of overtones/harmonics) and spectrotemporal call complexity. The latter can be expressed in the case of USVs by a scale rating the presence of simple calls, calls with one frequency jump and complex calls with two or three frequency jumps. These scales can be plotted on the arousal and valence axes of the circumplex model describing human affect (Juslin 2013; Russell 1980) suggesting that acoustic parameters of USVs of male house mice can provide insights into affective states of these animals within a given behavioral context. Since largely normal USVs are vocalized by deaf...
males (Hammerschmidt et al. 2012; Mahrt et al. 2013) and males lacking the hippocampus and cerebral cortex (Hammerschmidt et al. 2015), USVs of mice seem to be suitable to measure arousal and positive emotion without possible influences by immediate auditory feedback and cognition.

**USVs of Foxp2 heterozygous males show changes in the expression of arousal and emotion**

Heterozygotes of both mouse lines emitted, as did their wild-type littermates, all defined USV types (Fig. 2) as single USVs and in USV series in the given stimulus contexts. This absence of qualitative differences in USV production between the wt and het groups leads to the conclusion that one intact Foxp2 gene is sufficient to support the production of wt-like vocalizations that are generated by innate, arousal- and emotion-based processes. Hence, our present findings build on the analyses of vocal production in R552H and S321X mutant mouse lines and the derived conclusions from pups (Gaub et al. 2010) and extend them to adults. Foxp2 has been implicated in learning motor skills and auditory-motor associations in mice (French et al. 2012; Grozzer et al. 2008; Kurt et al. 2012), as well as song learning in songbirds (Haesler et al. 2007; Heston & White 2015; Teramitsu et al. 2010; Wohlgemuth et al. 2014) and language acquisition in humans (Fisher & Scharff 2009; Lai et al. 2001; MacDermot et al. 2005). Thus, functions of this gene appear to be important in the context of learning, i.e. formation and/or retrieval of memory for the control of certain motor acts. According to our data, motor acts such as vocalizations elicited by arousal and emotions in contexts of instinctive behavior appear qualitatively intact in mice carrying heterozygous Foxp2 mutations.

Animals of the wt and het groups did not differ in the ability to produce all USV types in the appropriate situations, as single USVs and/or in series of USVs. However, it is evident from Table 2 that the het group differed from the wt group in a quantitative way with regard to several USV parameters. Compared to the wt group, heterozygous mutants started later with the first USV to water, emitted significantly smaller numbers of USVs with longer inter-USV interval to first sniffing interactions, significantly longer and louder USVs with a higher percentage of overtone/harmonics, USVs with higher percentages of certain types of frequency jumps, and USVs with higher minimum frequencies. In addition, USVs of heterozygous mutants expressed, on average, larger differences in response to increasing stimulus intensity from water in experiment 1 to urine in experiment 2 with regard to the parameters latency to first USV (Fig. 1), number of USV series (Fig. 6a), duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs (Fig. 7b), and frequency bandwidth (Fig. 11c). The USVs of wt animals to urine or water did not significantly differ in these parameters.

Given the conceptual framework of USVs as indices of arousal and positive emotion (as set out above), one potential interpretation of the quantitative differences in USV expression between the wt and het group is as follows. A stimulus context that arouses without the component of positive emotion (like the sudden presence of a cotton pad with water or the sudden presence of a female in the first sniffing interaction) seems to arouse heterozygous Foxp2 mutants less than wts, or hets express arousal less intensely than wts; the heterozygotes take longer to start vocalizing (water) or produce fewer USVs and longer inter-USV intervals (Table 2). In a stimulus context with positive emotion, like the presence of female urine, hets express more intense changes in USVs than wt animals, i.e. the higher SPL and the higher percentage of overtone/harmonics of the USVs may indicate a higher positive emotional response to female urine in hets compared to the wts. Significant SPL differences between het and wt animals were not recorded in experiment 3, perhaps due to the fact that the USVs of the moving animals were recorded from various angles by the fixed microphones. As consequence of the high directionality of the microphone characteristics in the high ultrasonic range, SPLs were measured with a large jitter that may have masked small but systematic SPL differences of USVs. In experiment 2, the microphone and the sniffing male were in a rather fixed spatial relationship. Analyses of the complexity of USVs provide additional support for the suggestion that het animals either were in a state of higher positive emotion and/or expressed a given emotional state more intensely than the wt group when emitting USVs to female urine. The complex USV type ‘du’ occurred in the het group more frequently than in the wts (Table 2) and USVs with more than one frequency jump occurred in the hets of the R552H-line more frequently than

---

**Table 2: Summary of differences between wild-types and Foxp2 mutants with regard to parameters of the USVs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared to wild-types, USVs of heterozygous mutants are, on average, different by . . .</th>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... longer latency to first USV (Fig. 1)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... smaller number of USVs/s (Fig. 5)</td>
<td>First sniffing</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... longer duration (Fig. 7a)</td>
<td>Water and female urine</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.001$ or $P &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... longer duration of inter-USV interval (Fig. 7b)</td>
<td>First sniffing and aimed approach</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher peak SPL (Fig. 8)</td>
<td>Female urine</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher percentage of USVs with overtone/harmonics (Fig. 9)</td>
<td>Female urine</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher percentage of jump type du (Fig. 2b)</td>
<td>Female urine</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher percentage of jump type hh (Fig. 2b)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher minimum frequency (Fig. 10)</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher minimum frequency in female interactions (Fig. 10)</td>
<td>Mutual sniffing</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... higher minimum frequency of USVs without jump (Fig. 11a)</td>
<td>Female urine</td>
<td>$P &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the wts of this line (supplement Fig. S3). In summary, our data suggest that heterozygous Foxp2 mutants are, compared to wts, less aroused (or express arousal less strongly) but more emotional and/or with stronger emotional expression. To follow up this hypothesis further, it would be interesting to compare our data with analyses of expressions of arousal (e.g. exclamations of surprise) and emotion (e.g. laughing, crying) in humans having the same type of FOXP2 mutations. Such data are, however, not available. Studies reporting about emotional vocalizations in persons carrying heterozygous deletions of the FOXP2 gene together with various numbers of other surrounding genes (review in Zilina et al. 2012, eTable 1) found that cries were not affected by small deletions, but laughing could be suppressed (Lai et al. 2000), produced with unusual effort (Zeeman et al. 2006), or changed to squeals and shrieks (Rice et al. 2012). Further, Zilina et al. (2012) reported about two persons with increased aggressiveness in their behavior. Therefore, it seems that heterozygous mutations in the FOXP2 (Foxp2) gene can affect emotions and emotional vocal expressions in humans. Intriguingly, the Foxp2 gene has been shown to be expressed in the amygdala (Campbell et al. 2009; Ferland et al. 2003), which is involved in the control of emotional processes (Pessoa & Adolphs 2010; Phelps & LeDoux 2005) and cry production in mammals (Newman 2007). Little is currently known about potential functions of Foxp2 in this structure, but one may speculate that the observed quantitative changes in the USVs of heterozygotes could be mediated by effects on the amygdala, a hypothesis that can be tested with future region-specific knockouts using conditional alleles (French et al. 2007).

Alternatively, the Foxp2 mutations may have impacted on vocal variability of adult mouse USVs via effects on the basal ganglia, another region of the brain in which Foxp2 is highly expressed (e.g. Campbell et al. 2009; Ferland et al. 2003; Groszer et al. 2008; Lai et al. 2003; Scharff & Haesler 2005; Teramitsu et al. 2004). In relation to this, it has been shown that knockdown of the gene in Area X of adult male zebra finches (comparing to part of the striatum/pallidum of mammals) does not lead to qualitative changes of their song but significantly increases variability of vocalizations both in the frequency and time domain (Murugan et al. 2013). This may correspond to the increased complex type (du) of frequency jumps and the increased rate of overtones or harmonics in the het group of our present study.
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Figure S1: Latency to first USV occurrence. The latencies to the first USV occurrence in experiment 1 (water) and experiment 2 (female urine) are shown as means ± SD or as boxplots (median, quartiles, range; in cases when data were not normally distributed) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line. Heterozygous animals of the R552H-line responded significantly faster to female urine compared to water. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Figure S2: Percentage of USVs with frequency jump(s). The average percentages of USVs (mean ± SD) with frequency jump(s), i.e. USVs with at least one frequency jump, are shown for the wt and het groups of each Foxp2 mouse line in experiment 1 (water) and experiment 2 (urine). In the het group of the R552H-line urine released significantly more USVs with frequency jump(s) than water. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Figure S3: Percentage of USVs with more than one frequency jump. The average percentages of USVs with more than one frequency jump are shown as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to higher rates of USVs with more than one frequency jump than water. For further explanations see Figs. 1, S1.

Figure S4: Number of USVs per second. The average numbers of USVs per second are shown as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine released significantly more USVs than water. For further explanations see Figs. 1, S1.

Figure S5: Number of USV series. The average numbers of USV series (mean ± SD) emitted during the first minute of stimulus presence in experiment 1 (water) and experiment 2 (urine) are shown for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line. In both het groups significantly more USV series occurred in response to urine than in response to water. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Figure S6: Number of USVs in a USV series. The average numbers of USVs in a USV series are shown as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine released significantly more USVs than water. For further explanations see Figs. 1, S1.

Figure S7: Duration of USVs. The average durations of USVs (mean ± SD) are shown for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to longer USVs than water in the R552H het group. The hets of this line produced significantly longer USVs in response to female urine than the wts of the same line. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

Figure S8: Duration of inter-USV intervals in series of USVs. The average durations of inter-USV intervals in USV series are shown as means ± SD or as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. The R552H het group and both genotypes of
the S321X-line produced to urine USV series with shorter inter-USV intervals than in response to water. For further explanations see Figs. 1,S1.

**Figure S9:** Peak sound pressure level (dB SPL) of USVs. The average peak SPLs of USVs are shown as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to significantly louder USVs than water in each genotype group. Statistical comparisons had Bonferroni adjustment. For further explanations see Figs. 1,S1.

**Figure S10:** Percentage of USVs with overtones or harmonics. The average percentages of USVs with overtones or harmonics are shown as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to significantly more USVs with overtones/harmonics than water in both het groups of the Foxp2 mouse lines. Statistical comparisons had Bonferroni adjustment. For further explanations see Figs. 1,S1.

**Figure S11:** Peak sound pressure level (dB SPL) of USVs without and with overtone/harmonics. The average peak SPLs of USVs (mean ± SD) in experiment 2 (female urine) are shown for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line separately for USVs without or with overtone/harmonics. In all genotypes, USVs with overtones or harmonics were about 5 dB louder than USVs without overtone or harmonics. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

**Figure S12:** Minimum frequency of USVs. The average minimum frequencies of USVs (mean ± SD) are shown for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to significantly lower minimum frequencies than water. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

**Figure S13:** Maximum frequency of USVs. The average maximum frequencies of USVs are shown as means ± SD or as boxplots (median, quartiles, range) wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the indicated experimental situations. Female urine led to lower maximum frequencies than water in the wt group of R552H-line and in both groups of the S321X-line. For further explanations see Figs. 1,S1.

**Figure S14:** Frequency bandwidth of USVs. The average frequency bandwidths (maximum minus minimum frequency) of USVs (mean ± SD) are shown for wild-types (wt) and heterozygotes (het) of the R552H- and S321X-line and the experiments 1 (water) and 2 (female urine). Female urine led to larger frequency bandwidths than water in the het group of R552H-line and in both groups of the S321X-line. For further explanations see Fig. 1.

**Table S1:** Statistical tests used to analyze data shown in Figs. 1–11.

**Table S2:** Statistical tests used to analyze data shown in Figs. S1–S14.